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The product: 
Creating a sandwich delivery app to help customers pre-order, 
pickup or have delivered any sandwich order to skip lines and 
streamline payment. Overall, to expedite the order and 
payment process for customers on the go.

Project overview

Project duration:
6 weeks



The problem: 
Creating a faster way for patrons to order food 

and skip the lines for convenience.

Project overview

The goal: 
Increase customer loyalty and provide fast, 

secure method for users to pre-order food for 

pickup or delivery.



My role: 
Lead UX designer, Lead UX researcher

Project overview

Responsibilities: 
Conducting user research, scripts, accumulate 

data, perform competitive audits, create 

wireframes, branding style sheets, testing, 

prototyping and iterations. 



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● User journey maps



User research: summary

Usability research was conducted to determine how much time this saves customers and if it is 
actually convenient for patrons.

Unmoderated research was conducted where participants were given tasks to perform remotely 
and detail their feelings, thoughts, and processes. We assumed some aspects would be difficult 

and some would be easy. We were surprised that creating a profile proved to be frustrating among 
the participants. 



User research: pain points

Creating New Profile

Creating a new profile 
was frustrating. Wasn’t 
obvious how to create 

one.

Icons too small

People with vision 
impairments found the 
icons too small to see 

and had to zoom in too 
often.

App too standard

App design was 
uneventful and tone was 

too robotic.

Tasks took too long

Some tasks took too 
long to complete 

compared to other apps 
because the buttons to 

press were not in 
obvious places.
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Persona: Joseph

Problem statement:

Joseph is a 22 year old 

college student  who 

needs a quick way of 

getting food because his 

time is consumed with 

studies and work 

therefore has little-to-no 

time to cook.



User journey map

When ordering for himself 

or for others we wanted to 

make this process smooth, 

fast and stress-free.



● Paper wireframes

● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design



Paper wireframes 

Make it easy for users to 

repeat previous or favourite 

orders quickly from their 

account page to save time.



Digital wireframes 

Wanted to make the 

ordering process faster for 

users who have repeat 

orders.

Previous orders 
grouped for easy 
reference for faster 
ordering process 
and less touch 
points

Quick reorder 
button so user 
doesn’t have to 
click all the 
options again 
as a new order.



Digital wireframes 

Upon checkout we added a 

time of when the order will 

be ready so the user can 

coordinate their schedules 

easily.

Confirmation 
of order and 
order details to 
display the 
process is 
complete.

Time and order 
number 
displayed for 
easy reference 
to the user.



Low-fidelity prototype

Click here

https://www.figma.com/proto/qTjyfZekVsWTYkvXtH0vcI/sandwich-wireframe?node-id=1%3A11&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A11


Usability study: findings
We found the tasks were somewhat frustrating and the flow wasn’t as easy as it should be for 
users.

Round 1 findings

Better registration1

Progress bar to checkout process2

Round 2 findings

Improve tone and app layout3

Easier Registration1

Speedy ordering process2

Dynamic design3



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

[Your notes about goals 

and thought process]

Before usability study After usability study

a



Mockups

● 5 out of 5 total 
participants said they 
found this process easy 
and enjoyable however 
the previous order section 
could be separated a little 
more for clarity.

“It really helps that i can easily 
find my previous or favourite 
orders and 1-click to start the 
order” 
— Participant 5

Before usability study After usability study

a



Mockups



High-fidelity
prototype

Click here

https://www.figma.com/proto/qTjyfZekVsWTYkvXtH0vcI/sandwich-wireframe?node-id=24%3A290&scaling=scale-down&page-id=24%3A138&starting-point-node-id=24%3A653


Accessibility considerations

High contrast with black 
text on white background 

One button solutions for 
clicking and multiple ways 

to complete the same 
task

Large images and ample 
negative space to 

emphasize proximity and 
clarity 
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● Takeaways

● Next steps
Going forward



Takeaways

Impact: 
The tone and design of the app are easy to 

follow and make the whole experience 

enjoyable.

What I learned:
Some tasks need to be more obvious for those 

users who aren’t as computer literate as 

others.



Next steps

I would further enhance 
the map section to show 
best route options after 
checkout when user is 

picking up an order.

I would need to add a cart 
button on the header bar 
for quick access to order.

I would like to add more 
menu items and choices 
for even more customer 

satisfaction.
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Let’s connect!

Let’s keep in touch!

If you would like to see more of my work and contact me, please click on my website below.
https://uncubeddesigns.com/

https://uncubeddesigns.com/

